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Gold Diggers 2010-09-10 between 1896 and 1899 thousands of
people lured by gold braved a grueling journey into the remote
wilderness of north america within two years dawson city in the
canadian yukon grew from a mining camp of four hundred to a
raucous town of over thirty thousand people the stampede to the
klondike was the last great gold rush in history scurvy dysentery
frostbite and starvation stalked all who dared to be in dawson and
yet the possibilities attracted people from all walks of life not only
prospectors but also newspapermen bankers prostitutes priests
and lawmen gold diggers follows six stampeders bill haskell a farm
boy who hungered for striking gold father judge a jesuit priest who
aimed to save souls and lives belinda mulrooney a twenty four
year old who became the richest businesswoman in town flora
shaw a journalist who transformed the town s governance sam
steele the officer who finally established order in the lawless town
and most famously jack london who left without gold but with the
stories that would make him a legend drawing on letters memoirs
newspaper articles and stories charlotte gray delivers an
enthralling tale of the gold madness that swept through a
continent and changed a landscape and its people forever
Yukon Gold 1999 gold fever when the steamships excelsior and
portland docked in san francisco and seattle in the spring of 1897
bringing news that gold had been discovered in the canadian
yukon gold fever hit soon thousands of stampeders from as far
away as europe were making their way to the klondike sure that
they were going to strike it rich very few had even the slightest
idea of just how inhospitable the klondike was how dangerous the
journey would be and how slim their chances were of making
enough money there just to turn around and get home with
striking and often poignant archival photographs and an engaging
text charlotte jones explains the events leading up to the yukon
gold rush and the amazing events that followed the discovery of
gold and changed alaska forever maps bibliography and index are
included
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The Klondike Stampede 2017-09-11 life was harsh and
dangerous for the prospectors of the klondike gold rush of 1898
1899 but it was also a grand adventure few got rich but those who
survived had a tale to tell wallis r sanborn s entertaining narrative
of his journey from illinois to the yukon provides rare insight into
the daily lives of the klondike stampeders he describes through his
letters and diary what they ate what they wore the trails they
mushed the roadhouses and tents in which they slept and the
mining process his original sketches capturing the natural world
around him his cabin and hand crafted furniture and his hand
drawn maps are included along with photographs handbills travel
receipts and miner s certificates
Great Walks of the World 2014-05-12 an eclectic collection of 11
global walks and hikes the book includes destinations on every
continent but antarctica from one day saunters to two week
odysseys readers will find the in depth story behind each trail
combined with detailed maps and a visual feast of archival and
contemporary images from contributors located around the world
climb the stairs of repentance to the top of mount sinai the holy
peak of moses or retrace the journey of the stampeders of the
klondike gold rush as you scale the golden stairs of the chilkoot
trail catch the long look across el despoblado as you stand at the
south rim of the chisos mountains in texas walk in the dreaming
tracks of the local arrente as you trek the larapinta trail along the
spine of central australia s ancient macdonnell ranges or follow
delightful paths through sheep paddocks and woodlands filled with
bluebells and birdsong along great britain s cotswold way but it isn
t all about the hikes and the history there is plenty of practical
information on internet resources and recommended reading
along with suggestions on what to do before or after the hike learn
about local fauna regional food specialties and unique customs like
the sensuous rituals linked with maté tea in patagonia or the
grizzly tradition of the sourtoe cocktail in dawson city yukon so
lace up those boots and get moving or put your feet up and read
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all about it from the cozy comfort of your living room the choice is
entirely yours
The Haidah Indians of Queen Charlotte's Islands, British Columbia
1964 between 1896 and 1899 thousands of people lured by gold
braved a grueling journey into the remote wilderness of north
america within two years dawson city in the canadian yukon grew
from a mining camp of four hundred to a raucous town of over
thirty thousand people the stampede to the klondike was the last
great gold rush in history scurvy dysentery frostbite and starvation
stalked all who dared to be in dawson and yet the possibilities
attracted people from all walks of life not only prospectors but also
newspapermen bankers prostitutes priests and lawmen gold
diggers follows six stampeders bill haskell a farm boy who
hungered for striking gold father judge a jesuit priest who aimed to
save souls and lives belinda mulrooney a twenty four year old who
became the richest businesswoman in town flora shaw a journalist
who transformed the town s governance sam steele the officer
who finally established order in the lawless town and most
famously jack london who left without gold but with the stories
that would make him a legend drawing on letters memoirs
newspaper articles and stories charlotte gray delivers an
enthralling tale of the gold madness that swept through a
continent and changed a landscape and its people forever
Gold Diggers 2011-08-23 the fourth in delany s klondike mystery
series is a madcap romp through the mud of 1898 dawson city
book four of the klondike mystery series by vicky delany the year
is 1898 the place is dawson city yukon a man staggers out of the
dusk to collapse at the feet of a startled fiona macgillivray
shattering the peaceful calm of a warm july night before breathing
his last he gasps two words macgillivray culloden fiona doesn t
know the man and she would prefer not to find out why he linked
her name with the bloodiest of all battles as international intrigue
abounds and handsome corporal richard sterling of the nwmp
searches for the murderer fiona s son angus takes a job as a
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photographer s assistant a new dancer almost causes a riot and
fiona tells herself she is not at all bothered by the amount of
attention richard sterling is paying to the pretty and charming
photographer miss eleanor jennings this is the latest installment of
the klondike mysteries starring fiona macgillvary the first three
books of the klondike mystery series are gold gold fever and gold
mountain
Gold Web 2013-12-16 when fiona macgillivray refuses the bandit
paul sheridan it s up to her son to to save her book three of the
klondike mystery series by vicki delany in the summer of 1897
fiona macgillivray and her eleven year old son angus arrive in
vancouver in time to hear the news gold discovered in the
klondike fiona immediately sets off for skagway alaska intent on
opening a theatre after one encounter with infamous gangster
soapy smith and his henchman paul sheridan she decides to
pursue her ambitions on the other side of the border in dawson
city as a dying man breathes his last he passes on to sheridan a
map pointing due north to the fabled gold mountain where hills of
gold keep the heat from hot springs contained in a valley as warm
as california sheridan is determined to become the king of gold
mountain and to marry fiona and make her his queen fiona of
course wants no part of these mad plans when sheridan refuses to
take no for an answer fiona must rely on corporal sterling of the
north west mounted police young angus and a headstrong
assortment of townsfolk to help thwart his scheme if you loved
gold mountain check out the fourth book of the series gold
Gold Mountain 2012-04-21 a girl of the klondike through victoria
cross is a gripping tale set amidst the rugged landscapes of the
klondike gold rush generation the tale follows the adventure of
nance olden a brave and determined younger female who
embarks on an adventure to are in search of for her fortune within
the unforgiving desolate tract of the klondike as nance navigates
the treacherous trails and confronts the cruel realities of life inside
the goldfields she faces severa traumatic situations and barriers
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from braving the harsh weather to outsmarting ruthless declare
jumpers nance proves herself to be imaginative and resilient
within the face of adversity along the manner nance encounters a
numerous solid of characters together with fellow prospectors
opportunistic investors and hardened criminals despite the risks
and hardships she encounters nance stays steadfast in her pursuit
of achievement and independence as the story unfolds nance s
adventure turns into not fine a quest for gold but moreover an
adventure of self discovery and private boom through her trials
and triumphs nance learns precious commands about courage
perseverance and the proper which means of friendship
A Girl Of The Klondike 2024-02 when a screenwriter is murdered
legendary actress turned amateur sleuth charlotte graham is
forced to investigate the dark days of hollywood s red scare the
ridge is called the knife edge and it s as dangerous as the sharpest
blade iris richards hikes this trail every june a death defying trek to
celebrate her sobriety and remind herself that even at seventy two
she s not slowing down today she s uneasy haunted by an
encounter with a man she caught lurking at her campsite last
night but her footing is sure her hike is nearly finished when
something stings her neck and iris tumbles into the clouds
decades earlier iris was a hollywood screenwriter and confidante
of the legendary starlet charlotte graham blacklisted during the
mccarthy witch hunt iris disappeared into obscurity until she was
sent toppling off the knife edge now to avenge her old friend
charlotte must confront the sinister secrets behind the hollywood
blacklist fans of stuart m kaminsky s hollywood mysteries will be
entranced by charlotte s investigation into the dark side of cinema
s golden age she s hardly an ingénue but charlotte graham
sparkles with all the glamour of the silver screen murder on high is
the 6th book in the charlotte graham mysteries but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order
Murder on High 2016-06-07 a very enjoyable biography of a
woman on the cusp of change in the north recommended choice
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beautifully written biography much to learn enjoy and recommend
in this book pacific northwest quarterly a riveting story told by a
brilliant writer pacific historical review the never before told story
of kate carmack whose resilience and survival made gold rush
history headlines shouted the discovery of a century gold gold
gold with pluck and grit tagish indian kate carmack was at the
center of it all raised in the ways of her people kate married a
white man who took credit for finding the first klondike gold but
kate was there and she knew the truth in the frenzied aftermath of
the gold rush kate s husband took her away from everything she
knew then he abandoned her defiant she fought for the wealth
that was rightfully hers only to discover the real wealth that was
hers all along hidden history that reads like a novel wealth woman
celebrates the triumph of spirit in the face of adversity if you loved
empire of the summer moon and the woman they could not
silence you ll love wealth woman a true west best biography pick
Wealth Woman 2021-11-28 while the klondike gold rush is one of
the most widely known events in canadian history particularly
outside canada the rest of the yukon s long and diverse history
attracts little attention important developments such as herschel
island whaling pre 1900 fur trading the post second world war
resource boom a lengthy struggle for responsible government and
the emergence of indigenous political protest remain poorly
understood placing well known historical episodes within the
broader sweep of the past land of the midnight sun gives
particular emphasis to the role of first nations people and the
lengthy struggle of yukoners to find their place within
confederation this broader story incorporates the introduction of
mammoth dredges that scoured the klondike creeks the
impressive elsa keno hill silver mines the impact of residential
schools on aboriginal children the devastation caused by the
sinking of the princess sophia the yukon s remarkable
contributions to the national first world war effort and the
sweeping transformations associated with the american
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occupation during the second world war land of the midnight sun
has long been the standard source for understanding the history of
the territory this third edition includes a new preface to update
readers on developments in the yukon s economy culture and
politics including indigenous self government
Anthropologica 1998 embark on a thrilling journey with
susannah winston in this novel by muriel denison in this series
volume susannah leaves the comforts of home and joins her
parents and a group of mounties on a daring expedition to the
yukon facing the challenges of the klondike gold rush young
susannah proves her mettle as she traverses treacherous
landscapes braves the harsh winter and forms unexpected
friendships with both locals and mounties from learning to drive a
dog sled team to uncovering her own gold mine susannah s spirit
and determination shine through
Land of the Midnight Sun, Third Edition 2017-09-30 a look at the
19th century gold rushes in british columbia and the yukon
includes archival photographs and hand drawn maps
Susannah of the Yukon 2021-08-31 twenty years of work went
into the writing of this the first book to cover the history of mines
and mining in north and south america the text is enlivened by
sketches of many miners the author got to know over the decades
British Columbia and Yukon Gold Hunters 2015 the book based on
the accounts of dozens of prospectors follows the first gold
seekers from their arrival in 1873 until the stampede to the
klondike in 1896 gates captures the essence of these early years
of the gold rush about which very little has been written he
chronicles the trials hearbreaks and successes of the unique and
hardy individualists who searched for gold in the wilderness with
names like swiftwater bill crooked leg louie slobbery tom and tin
kettle george these men lived in total isolation beyond the borders
of civilization they were often eccentrics and outcasts who shaped
their own rules their own justice and their own social order
Mining in the Americas 2014-03-14 this comprehensive listing of
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tribal names confederacies settlements and archaeological
information was originally begun in 1873 as a list of tribal names it
grew to include biographies of indians of note arts manners
customs and aboriginal words included are illustrations
photographs and sketches of people places and everyday articles
used by the native americans the smithsonian institution bureau of
american ethnology handbook of american indians reprint of 1912
edition volume 2 h m included are illustrations manners customs
places and aboriginal words in 4 volumes volume 1 a to g isbn
9781582187488 volume 2 h to m isbn 9781582187495 volume 3 n
to s isbn 9781582187509 volume 4 t to z isbn 9781582187518
Gold at Fortymile Creek 2011-11-01 enriched classics offer readers
accessible editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful
notes and commentary each book includes educational tools
alongside the text enabling students and readers alike to gain a
deeper and more developed understanding of the writer and their
work the call of the wild tells the story of the magnificent dog buck
who s loyalty is tested by cruel men in search of gold in the
klondike brutally treated buck finds the blood of his wolf ancestors
rising within him and breaks free to roam the alaskan wilderness
as leader of a pack instead of as a pawn in his owner s ruthless
mission enriched classics enhance your engagement by
introducing and explaining the historical and cultural significance
of the work the author s personal history and what impact this
book had on subsequent scholarship each book includes
discussion questions that help clarify and reinforce major themes
and reading recommendations for further research read with
confidence
Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico Volume 2/4
H-M 2003-07 the alaska homesteader s handbook is a remarkable
compilation of practical information for living in one of the most
impractical and inhostpitable landscapes in the united states more
than forty pioneer types ranging from their mid nineties to mid
twenties describe their reasons for choosing to live their lives on
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alaska and offer useful instructions and advice that made that life
more livable whether it s how to live among bears build an
outhouse cross a river or make birch syrup each story gives
readers a window to a life most will never know but many still
dream about dozens of photographs and more than 100 line
drawings illustrate the real life experiences of alaska settlers such
as 1930s new deal colonists demobilized military who stayed after
world war ii dream seekers from the 60s and 70s and myriad
others who staked their claim in alaska
The Call of the Wild 2014-07-21 this lively collection of 34 of the
best history walks in north carolina highlights the richness and
diversity of the state s history from the time of its first settlement
to the present veteran guidebook author lynn setzer leads readers
on short walks in state parks and natural areas state historic sites
charming small towns from the mountains to the sea and the state
s largest cities along the way she brings to life some of our state s
most momentous events most accomplished and notorious
characters and most famous firsts these walks are varied pleasant
and accessible to almost every reader including older day trippers
and families with young children some walks include add ons
should readers wish to make a longer day of it organized by theme
and location the walks are accompanied by maps and photographs
as well as information on each walk s length and difficulty a list of
sources directs readers to additional information so that they can
continue a deeper exploration of north carolina history
Alaska Homesteader's Handbook 2013-01-01 this two volume
set cites books pamphlets maps music directories and other
published materials excluding materials from technical and
popular magazines and newspapers on the history of mining in the
american and canadian west topics covered include prospecting
mining rushes and camps and mining finance labor technology law
literature and lore the initial portion provides general information
on mining and metalurgical technology the subsequent regional
sections are subdivided into refined historical studies raw
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materials fictional and poetic treatments and bibliographical
guides to further materials annotation c 2003 book news inc
portland or booknews com
Tar Heel History on Foot 2013-10-01 while it s mindboggling to
fathom anyone labeling a war splendid a high ranking american
official used that term to describe the spanish american war in
1898 if any slivers of splendor existed in the grim brutalities of war
they were frequently on display in the remarkable actions of brave
women who nursed their fallen warriors reported conditions on the
battlefields fought on behalf of fervently held causes and
protested questionable actions of their governments today most
americans are aware of teddy roosevelt and the rough riders even
casual historians recall the chant remember the maine to hell with
spain the role of horses and mules in the war have sparked
attention and the exploits of several dogs have been documented
however in the quest for shining examples of splendor high
motives and magnificent intelligence and spirit during the spanish
american war the accomplishments of some extraordinary
individuals have been overlooked and deserve recognition women
of the spanish american war brings to light their stories of
relentless courage and selflessness
Crusaders for God 1952 an ideal resource for anyone studying
current events social studies geopolitics conflict resolution and
political science this three volume set provides broad coverage of
approximately 80 current international border disputes and
conflicts border disputes are a common source of political
instability and military conflict around the globe both in the
present day and throughout history border disputes a global
encyclopedia will serve as an invaluable resource for students
studying social studies political science human geography or
related subjects each volume of this expansive encyclopedia
begins with an accessible introduction to the type of dispute to be
discussed identifying the conflict as territorial volume 1 positional
volume 2 or functional volume 3 following the background essay in
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each volume are comprehensive case study entries on specific
international conflicts examining the disputed area the reasons for
the dispute and cultural political historical and legal issues relating
to the dispute the third volume will also provide primary
documents of legal rulings and important resolutions of various
disputes as well as profiles of key organizations relating to border
studies and specific border dispute commissions
The Mining West 2003 alaska often looms large as a remote wild
place with endless resources and endlessly independent
resourceful people yet it has always been part of larger stories the
movement of indigenous peoples from asia into the americas and
their contact with and accommodation to western culture the
spread of european political economy to the new world the
expansion of american capitalism and culture and the impacts of
climate change in this updated classic distinguished historian
stephen haycox surveys the state s cultural political economic and
environmental past examining its contemporary landscape and
setting the region in a broader global context tracing alaska s
transformation from the early postcontact period through the
modern era haycox explores the ever evolving relationship
between native alaskans and the settlers and institutions that
have dominated the area highlighting native agency advocacy and
resilience throughout he emphasizes the region s systemic
dependence on both federal support and outside corporate
investment in natural resources furs gold copper salmon oil and
offers a less romantic more complex history that acknowledges
the broader national and international contexts of alaska s past
Women of the Spanish-American War 2022-06-15 includes section
recent publications relating to canada
Border Disputes [3 volumes] 2015-07-28 this volume
demonstrates the significance middlebrow writing had for the
dissemination of new concepts of gender to wider audiences by
exploring the media culture between 1890 and 1930 it gives
evidence of the relative proximity between middlebrow writers and
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the avant garde in their concern for gender issues
Alaska 2020-04-09 this concise version contains brief biographies
of important authors plot summaries of individual works
descriptions of important literary movements and a wealth of
information on other aspects of american literary life and history
from the colonial period to the modern era
The Advanced Atlas of Physical and Political Geography 1917 notes
p 311 46
The Canadian Historical Review 1953
Encyclopedia of Exploration, 1850 to 1940 2008
Harper's Weekly 1898
Quill & Quire 2010
Middlebrow and Gender, 1890-1945 2016-03-11
The Annual American Catalogue 1898
The Concise Oxford Companion to American Literature 1986
Canadiana 1988
The Oxford Economic Atlas 1929
Yukon Bibliography Update 1963-1970 1973
Yukon Bibliography Update 1973
American Book Publishing Record 1998
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